TYPICAL WALL ASSEMBLY
- FINISH COAT
- BROWN COAT
- SCRATCH COAT
- WIRE LATH
- DUPONT™ TYVEK® WRB
- OSB SHEATHING
- WOOD STUDS w/ BATT INSULATION
- VAPOR RETARDER (WHERE REQUIRED)
- GYPSUM BOARD
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CANTILEVERED FLOOR DETAIL
- TONGUE & GROOVE PLYWOOD SUB-FLOOR
- WOOD JOISTS w/ BATT INSULATION
- OSB SHEATHING
- TYVEK® WRB
- WIRE LATH
- SCRATCH COAT
- BROWN COAT
- FINISH COAT
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NOTES:
- TAPE ALL TYVEK® WRB SEAMS WITH DUPONT™ TYVEK® TAPE.
- FASTEN TYVEK® WRB TO SHEATHING WITH APPROVED FASTENERS AND CORRECT SPACING OF WRAP CAP STAPLES/NAILS (ex. DUPONT™ TYVEK® WRAP CAP FASTENERS).
- DO NOT APPLY TYVEK® TAPE OR DUPONT SELF-ADHERED FLASHING PRODUCTS OVER TYVEK® WRAP CAP FASTENERS, OR RECOMMENDED FASTENERS: HOWEVER, FASTENERS CAN BE INSTALLED OVER THE FLASHING.
- INSTALL STUCCO ACCORDING TO MANUFACTURER'S WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS.
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